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 an*a*lyt*ics
noun

› The systematic computational analysis of data or statistics
› Information resulting from the systematic analysis of data or 

statistics
› The science of logical analysis
› Patterns and other meaningful information gathered from the 

analysis of data

What are ANALYTICS ?



 Many industries have used analytics for decades
› Auto industry
 Manufacturing standards
 Inventory floor-planning

› Banking
 ROI on loans, accounts
 Loan requirements and payoffs … review of bad loans
 Loss ratios – Bad auto and mortgage loans

› Even our Military uses analytics to manage data
 Troop strength
 Loss projections

Origins



 Why hasn’t our industry adopted the broad use analytics?
› Lack of established standards
› Individual use of information with no recognized national comparison
› No expectations (yet) from senior management 
› Inability to acquire or develop analytics 

Origins (continued)



Why Analytics in HTM?  Why Now?
 Costs continue to rise
 Reimbursements are falling
 Efficient operations are the focus of C-Suite
 Today’s HTM departments must be run like small corporations

› YOU are the CEO of a multi-million dollar group of assets
› Not only equipment, but payroll and overhead

 HTM needs to justify labor expense 
 Demonstrates your knowledge level of HTM numbers
 Provides a comfort level showing areas of improvement

› Aids in the planning process … Manpower, Work Completion, Costs
 HTM departments MUST become more cost effective and efficient
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What the C-Suite Wants to Hear
The Five C’s

 COMPLIANCE
› PM completion rate
› Equipment uptime

 CONSISTENCY
› Measurement of wrench time, PM completion %, MTBF across hospitals within the same 

IDN
 COMPARISON

› Measuring performance against other hospitals/IDN’s 
 COST

› COSR
› Overall measurement of cost of operations of the department

 COMMUNICATION
› Are reporting mechanisms in place to report results to C-Suite ?
› Tell them how you’re doing…
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COMPLIANCE  - PM / CM Completion 
 Is your organization at 100% on-time completion of all PMs?

› If not, do you know which PMs are not getting done on time?  
 Segregated by Life Support, Life Safety, Modality, Equipment Type, Location, 

Technician
 Are you creating CMs for failed PMs?  

› Do you add this time to the PM?
› Some CMMS systems separate this automatically

 Do you have enough net labor hours in your labor budget to maintain 
PM compliance and timely CM completion?

 Do you have a CM completion policy and are CMs being completed 
within it?
› Do you have an ageing reporting method for uncompleted CMs?
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CONSISTENCY  - Performance by Location 

 Percentage of PMs completed
 Are your PM frequencies the same across all facilities?
 Is your PM wrench time the same across all facilities?
 Accounting for travel time

› Are you segregating travel time (including time for locating equipment) 
or including it in PM time?
 Including travel time in PM time corrupts wrench time
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CONSISTENCY  - Performance by Location
(continued) 

 Are there external factors that impact performance by location?
› Access to equipment
› Relationship with nursing staff, technical (X-ray tech) and doctors?
› Age of equipment?
› Legacy Equipment?

 Do you measure performance across various locations? 
› Data Analytics will emphasize awareness of differing performance levels
› How do you handle lower-performing personnel?
 Training … Counseling … Write-ups … Demotion … Termination?

› How do you reward top performing personnel?
 Recognition … Pay Increases … Increased Responsibility … Promotions
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COMPARISON  - Comparisons to Others 
Benchmarking

 Recognized measurements
› PM wrench time and PM frequency
› CM wrench time and CM MTBF
› Equipment count per technician
› Standardized or regional labor rate

 Comparisons between different hospitals across a broad range
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COMPARISON  - Comparisons to Others 
Benchmarking (continued)

 Can you / Do you perform benchmarks now?  Who do you compare to?  
› How do you “normalize” data between different organizations?

 Has your C-Suite asked you for comparisons yet?
 Do you know what you should be benchmarking?  Why is it important?
 What would you do to correct the results if you found out your 

benchmarking performance was below acceptable standards?
› Information on root cause, remediation and best practices are available
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COSTS  - Cost of Service Ratio (COSR)
 What should COSR include?

› Labor & Overhead; Parts; Service Contracts; Acquisition Cost
 Some of the issues …

› Larger organizations may experience higher COSR because of 
better buying capabilities

› Often, HTM isn’t aware of the cost of contracts (e.g. Imaging 
Department agreement)

› HTM is not aware of equipment acquisition cost
 Acquisition cost … OEM MSRP … True Acquisition Cost … 

Depreciated Value? … Replacement Cost? … Average or Standard 
Acquisition Cost?
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COSTS  - Cost of Service Ratio (COSR) (continued)

 Can you measure COSR by device, by manufacturer, by modality?
› Total lifecycle cost?

 What is management’s expectation of an acceptable COSR?
› Over last 10 years, COSR has been coming down from 7-8%;  now there are 

hospitals running ~4 – 5%
› Where should you be?  Can you get there?  How will you get there?

 Vertical analysis suggests labor budget is typically 50% - 60% of COSR
 At what COSR does your HTM department become vulnerable to 

ISO/OEM outsourcing?
› You should know this for job security

 What should your parts costs be as a percentage of total costs? 
› Do you measure your actual parts costs? Or, are they mixed in with service cost on 

invoices from 3rd party providers?
› If you measured the outside service labor costs separately, could you increase your 

own available net hours of labor?
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COMMUNICATION  - Inform the C-Suite

 Regulatory compliance
› They need to know that standards are being adhered to

 Cost containment / Cost reduction
› Are you reducing operating costs of department?  Let C-Suite know
› Can you demonstrate cost reductions?

 Assessment of condition of HTM Department
› Potential problem areas
› Remediation plan for solving problems

 Performance Reports
› Use analytics to provide timely and consistent feedback to senior mgmt.
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What are some additional uses of Analytics?

 Productivity
› “The rate at which goods are produced or work is completed.  It is a function of 

accountability (what you expect) and efficiency (how well you perform)

 MTBF
› “The predicted elapsed time between inherent failures of a mechanical system 

during normal system operation. MTBF is calculated as the arithmetic mean 
(average) time between system failures”
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Productivity

 Accountability 
› “Accurate documentation of time spent on a specific task”
 The cumulative amount of time spent daily or weekly

 Efficiency
› “A measure of how efficiently a person accomplishes a task compared to others 

in the organization or the standard or composite of the industry”
 The amount of time spent on PM/CM compared to internal or external standards
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Labor Accountability –Getting Your $$$ Worth?

 What is labor accountability?
› The amount time charged for completed PMs/CMs and other work versus available 

labor hours
 What is an acceptable accountability factor?  Do you have a published LAF?

› Most hospitals expect 12-15% loss of productivity due to vacation, PTO
› Another 6-10% loss for day-to-day distractions
› The remaining 75-82% of nominal time paid should be charged to specific tasks

 Do you know how many “net labor hours” you purchase through your labor 
budget?

 Do required hours to complete all PMs & CMs exceed available accountable
hours?
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Labor Accountability –Getting Your $$$ Worth? 
(continued)

 Is your overall Manpower Plan / Budget Compliant with 
Management’s expectations?

 Can you measure or compare Labor Accountability by Facility or 
Technician?

 Has Senior Management asked for a Labor Productivity 
(Accountability + Efficiency) Report (yet)?
› If they do, can you provide it?  How would you create it?  What would you 

base it on?
 In a hospital with 15 people in HTM, an extra 10% inefficiency can cost 

hospital $125,000 per year or more *
› *based on $85,000/person cost including benefits, overhead
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Labor Efficiency

 Chilton’s Book of Auto Repair
› How long does it take to replace the brakes on a 2004 Toyota Camry?
› Do you know the standard wrench time for PM/CMs by medical device, 

manufacturer, model?

 Can you measure the output of different technicians?
› Is it the result of better training?
› More experience?
› Better work ethic?
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Labor Efficiency (continued)

 Have you considered training technicians to perform service work 
versus using outside service contracts?
› What would be the impact of bringing labor hours in-house while reducing 

contract costs and COSR?

 Do you measure performance for each person in your department?
› How?  Against what standard?  Are your people over-achievers? Under?

 Has Senior Management asked for a Labor Productivity (Accountability 
+ Efficiency) Report (yet)?
› If they do, can you provide it?  How would you create it?  What would you base 

it on?
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MTBF  - Mean Time Between Failure

 How is MTBF determined?
› By measuring the time between breakdowns for repairable systems to derive the average 

expectancy between failures.
 How is MTBF used?

› Predictive Maintenance (repair)
› Forecasting CM hours
› Cost prediction 

 How do you increase time between failures (Increasing MTBF)?
› Accurate assessment of condition
› Better CM processes resulting in more uptime

 Can You Measure MTBF between specific Manufacturers/Models/Modalities?
› How do you use this data to help CapX Planners buy smarter?
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Use Analytics to Improve Performance
Group Exercise  - Using Analytical Findings to Improve Performance

 Scenario #1
› PMs are not being completed on time, but labor accountability is above capacity

 Scenario #2
› PMs are not being completed on time, but labor accountability is below capacity

 Scenario #3
› Failed PM time is excessive

 Scenario #4
› Priority PMs (requiring O/T if not completed) not being completed on time
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Scenario #1   - Labor Accountability (1)
 FACTS

› Hospital’s expectation of Labor accountability is 82%
› Hospital’s expectation of PM completion is 100%

 Analytical Findings
› Actual Labor Accountability is 85%
› HTM Department completed 91% of PMs on time

 What Does This Tell You?
› Standards incorrect 
› Technicians padding wrench time
› Labor Capacity insufficient

 What is the Corrective Action Required?
› Review established standards
› Measure wrench time by technician
› Increase Labor Available to get to 100%
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Scenario #2   - Labor Accountability (2)
 FACTS

› Hospital’s expectation of Labor Accountability is 82%
› Hospital’s expectation of PM completion is 100%

 Analytical Findings
› HTM Department completed 91% of PMs on time
› Actual Labor Accountability is 77%

 What Does This Tell You?
› Labor Force not working up to standards or expectations
› Technicians are not applying all their time to the correct CM/PMs
› Technician’s Competency may be inadequate

 What is the Corrective Action Required?
› Assess Individual Work Performance to identify low-level performers
› Ensure that Labor Hours are properly applied to CM/PM work orders
› Review training programs to ensure all Technicians are properly trained
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Scenario #3   - Failed PM Time is Excessive
 FACTS

› A certain percentage of PMs do not pass
› Failed PMs are eventually remediated

 Analytical Findings
› PM time is disproportionate to the standard
› Failed PMs require significantly more time to complete than “Passing” PMs

 What Does This Tell You?
› Technician may not be opening CM to remediate PM issues
› Time to repair is being included in PM

 What is the Corrective Action Required?
› Measure all PMs against standards
› Ensure that when a PM fails … a corresponding CM is opened to correct it
› Ensure that CM time for failed PM is not considered as part of the PM time
› Create policy for opening CM to correct failed PM and train and monitor for outcome
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Scenario #4   - Priority PMs
 Facts

› High Priority PMs are not being completed 100% of the Time
 Analytical Findings

› High Priority PMs are not completed within allotted time
 What Does This Tell You?

› Technicians are not prioritizing High Priority PMs over other work
› Non-completion of High Priority PMs presents higher risk to patient and regulatory 

compliance
 What is the Corrective Action Required?

› Run Analytical Performance Review of High Priority PMs mid-month to see which PMs 
are not being completed 
 Why Not?

› Re-prioritize / Re-assign High Priority PMs to be completed by end of month
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